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ABSTRACT
I Different approaches for centering estimation of a point x in a planar convex body are
proposed. They lead to measures of symmetry and critical points. This paper recalls that
symmetry estimation is deeply related to underlying metrics.
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INTRODUCTI()N

In the field of Image Analysis the lack of mathematical tools often forbids rigorous
developments. On the other hand, the set of convex bodies has been thoroughly studied
providing a lot of concepts and techniques whose interest for applications is undoubtful.

The aim of this paper is to bring some answers to the question : “How to define the
centering degree of a point belonging to a convex body?" In order to give a sound foundation to
such concepts, we need to introduce different real valued functions for centering estimation of a
point x in a convex body K. For each of them, the critical point x* realizing the best centering
leads to a measure of symmetry.

Let us recall (Grtinbaum, 1963) that a real valued function F defined on the set K of
planar convex bodies (i.e. the set of compact convex sets in IR2 with non empty interior) is a
measure of symmetry provided :
For every convex body K O 3 F(K) 3 1

F(K)=l <:> K is centrally symmetric
F(K) = F(T(K)) for every affine transformation T.
F is continuous (on the set of classes of convex bodies
equivalent under affine transfomiations).

Symmetry parameters and metrics are deeply linked. From a metric d on K, a measure of
symmetry can be deduced by F(K) = exp(- d1(K, 8)) where S denotes the subset of K
consisting of centrally symmetric convex bodies (symmetric with respect to an interior point)
and d1(K, S) =inf {d(K, S) ; S 6 8 }.












